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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Koryushka from Юкковское. Currently, there are 15
meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What daniel t likes about Koryushka:
The atmosphere is great and there is plenty of waiters but the food is quite expensive. Don't get me wrong, the
food is tasty and comes on the right quantity, it's just that if you order a higher variety of things you will pay way
more... For example, the desserts are the price of a full main course dish, i ordered a slice of cheesecake for
almost 550 rubles (7.6€ , that's just too much. Despite the prices, it was a... read more. What Adam C doesn't

like about Koryushka:
Things started OK, the menu is very large, probably too large. They had no candle for the tea we found out. The

food was so-so. The killer here was a waitress spilled a stack of trays at my table and spilled ketchup
everywhere, including my shoes. There was no apology, and the manager was aware and said nothing. To top
our meal off, they did not have the dessert ordered but did not tell us until the end of the meal.... read more. If
you crave for sweets, Koryushka with its delicious desserts can easily make an end of it, The guests of the

restaurant also consider the extensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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